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Elite 50 Showcase 
Presented by Connecticut Elite Basketball Program  

 

October 1st, 2021 - Players from CT in the class of 2025 & 2026 got together under 

one roof at Newtown Youth Academy in Newtown, CT for the Elite 50 Showcase.  

 
Here are your top performers:  

 

Hasan Powell- Set shooter crafty has multiple moves to get 
to the basket. Score first guard. He is learning how to make 
those around him better.   
 
Karell Brown- Shifty guard able to finish in the paint against 
bigger players. Karell makes the right play in transition.  He 
excels in the open floor. 
 
Zachary Young- Zachary has multiple ways to score. Has a 
good pull-up jump shot and makes the right play on offense. 
Has the ability to earn minutes at the junior varsity or even 
varsity level in high school this season. 
 

Naiem Gill- Crafty guard who scores in a variety of ways. Makes good decision in the 
open court, consistently hit the open jump shot. 
 
Ryan Tolliver- Big guard who plays at his own pace. He is 
very consistent as a spot up shooter and only looks to take 
good shots. Ryan is becoming more comfortable at 
attacking the basket.   
 
Jace Ardito- Made shots off the dribble from 3pt range. He 
was very positive to teammate and lead his team both on 
defense as well as offensively. He ran the floor very well in 
transition and played through contact on numerous 
occasions. He was very focused the entire event/He would 
pass a head to start the break, creating stress for the 
defense. 
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Jordan Pierce- The best player in the gym. There wasn't 
anything he couldn't do on the floor.  Punished smaller 
guards around the rim, consistently found people on the 
break, and made the right pass in the half-court. Jordan will 
have a breakout season as a freshman at Bunnell. 
 
Alex Munoz- Very good high school and College prospect. 
He is a strong guard that defends and rebounds well. Very 
strong attacker and hunts the paint very well. Very unselfish 
player that finishes well in transition. Has varsity high school 
range now. 
 
Shane Sebastian-Smalls- Shooter, with very good 3pt 
range/he has great vision in the half court and open floor 

setting. He had a great attitude and energy, which uplifted teammates throughout 
showcase. Defended on the ball very well at his position. 
 
Anthony Williams- A G/F who can stretch the floor 
with his ability to make 3's at a high rate. Williams uses 
his body well to drive to the basket and finish around 
the hoop through contact.  
 
Jackson Doyle- Terrific shooter, with very good range. 
He sees the floor well and gets his team set on offense. 
He can play the point as well as of the ball with a good 
handle and does not get flustered when pressured. He 
is a shifty guard with College potential. 
 
George Ganim- Floor General, with the ability to find 
open players in half court as well as in transition. He 
competes every second he is on the floor. He has a 
very High IQ and has a very good attitude. He is a 3pt 
threat if left open. 
 
Ryder Brunk- One of the top guards at showcase. He facilitated very well, had 3pt 
range and can also attack well. He had a great knack for the ball when rebounding. He 
plays through contact when attacking the basketball. He'll be a very good high school 
player as well as a college prospect down the road. Very High IQ. Is an all-around 
versatile guard. 
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Jayden Romero- Mr. Hustle” this player was nonstop 
on the defensive end, creating turnovers and 
deflections on the ball. He pushed the tempo very well 
on the break and finished in the paint. If left open, he 
was making the 3pt shot consistently. Very strong 
guard that did not mind contact. 
 
Eli Ssenyange- This young man is coming into his own 
and is developing a perimeter game to match his new 
outside jump shot. Eli runs the floor well, finishes 
around the basket and knocks down shots at a 
consistent rate.  
 


